RMS Queen Elizabeth 2 (QE2) (1969): Sources
(Upper Clyde Shipbuilders Ltd, Clydebank, Yard No. 736)

How to use this list of sources

These are the resources we have available for researching this vessel. Enquiries should be directed to the Duty Archivist - contact details are at the end of this list.

Cunard Letter Books
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/32  Aug 1965-
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/33  Jun 1966-
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/34  Feb 1967-
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/35  Nov 1967-

Enquiries, Tenders and Contracts Files
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/21/240  Building Agreement and Financial Agreement  1964

Estimating Books
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/73/17  Steel Estimates
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/73/18  Work Book for Steel Estimates
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/73/19  Wood and Outfit Estimates

Files
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/427  Contract Correspondence; Progress reviews, effects of merger on shipyards etc  1967-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/428  Publicity concerning construction etc; launch arrangements  1966
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/436  Tender, agreement, notes of meetings, contract correspondence  1964-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/437  Tender, agreement, notes of meetings, contract correspondence  1964-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/438  Tender, agreement, notes of meetings, contract correspondence  1964-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/439  General Correspondence; liquidated damages and notes of meetings  1964-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/440  Miscellaneous notes and correspondence  1964-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/441  Miscellaneous notes and correspondence  1967
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/442  Minutes of Progress meetings  1967-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/443  Minutes of meetings with Cunard  1964-67
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/444  Agreements, certificates, notes of meetings  1967-69
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/445  Insurance, subcontractors, press releases, fire and security arrangements, correspondence  1967-69
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/446  Financial papers, cost estimates, progress etc  1965-67
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/447  Board papers and costing reports  1967-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/448  Trade progress reports  1967-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/449  Miscellaneous costing returns, certificates etc  1967-69
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/450  Price revisions, correspondence  1965-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/451  Price variation conditions  1968
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/452  Escalation returns to Cunard  1965-68
Files (continued)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/453  Escalation, General File 1965-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/454  Escalation, General File 1965-69
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/455  Summaries of final cost 1966-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/456  Forecasts and final costs 1967-68
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/457  Costing statements and correspondence, certificates, payments at delivery, final price, claims etc 1969-71
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/458  Reports on Joinery Progress 1968
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/459  General Defects 1968-69
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/460  Turbine Vibration and Blade Failures, Shaft Wear etc; memoranda, reports, notes of meetings, correspondence and technical data 1968-69
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/461  Turbine Vibration and Blade Failures, Shaft Wear etc; memoranda, reports, notes of meetings, correspondence and technical data 1969
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/462  Turbine Vibration and Blade Failures, Shaft Wear etc; memoranda, reports, notes of meetings, correspondence and technical data 1969-70
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/463  Turbine Vibration and Blade Failures, Shaft Wear etc; memoranda, reports, notes of meetings, correspondence and technical data 1969-70
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/464  Turbine Vibration and Blade Failures, Shaft Wear etc; memoranda, reports, notes of meetings, correspondence and technical data 1969-70
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/465  Turbine Vibration and Blade Failures, Shaft Wear etc; memoranda, reports, notes of meetings, correspondence and technical data 1969-70
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/466  Report by Sir Arnold Lindley to Minister of Technology on High Pressure Turbine Repairs 1969
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/467  Report by Research and Technical Advisory Services Department of Investigation to Determine Cause of Excessive Weardown Recorded on Port After Stern Bush 1970
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/468  Report by Research and Technical Advisory Services Department of Lloyds Register of Shipping of Failure of Port Tailshaft, Tailshaft Liner (Examination of Sample containing Typical Cracks) 1970
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/469  Test Report by Associated Electrical Industries Ltd on 55 MW Turbine Generator 1969
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/470  Appendices to Possible Claims in connection with Construction of New Cunard Passenger Ship (Shaw and Hatton, Quantity Surveyors and Consultants) 1969
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/471  Report on Contractual Claims arising out of contract between Upper Clyde Shipbuilders (in liquidation) and Cunard Line Ltd, by Shaw and Hatton 1972
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/472  Report on Contractual Claims arising out of contract between Upper Clyde Shipbuilders (in liquidation) and Cunard Line Ltd, by Shaw and Hatton Appendices: Vol A 1972
Files (continued)

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/473  Report on Contractual Claims arising out of contract between Upper Clyde Shipbuilders (in liquidation) and Cunard Line Ltd, by Shaw and Hatton 1972
Appendices: Vol B 1972

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/474  Report on Contractual Claims arising out of contract between Upper Clyde Shipbuilders (in liquidation) and Cunard Line Ltd, by Shaw and Hatton 1972
Appendices: Vol C 1972

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/475  Report on Contractual Claims arising out of contract between Upper Clyde Shipbuilders (in liquidation) and Cunard Line Ltd, by Shaw and Hatton 1972
Appendices: Vol D 1972

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/476  Report on Contractual Claims arising out of contract between Upper Clyde Shipbuilders (in liquidation) and Cunard Line Ltd, by Shaw and Hatton 1972
Appendices: Vol E 1972

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/477  Preliminary Statement of Claim arising out of contract between Upper Clyde Shipbuilders (in liquidation) and Cunard Line 1973

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/478  Preliminary Statement of Claim arising out of contract between Upper Clyde Shipbuilders (in liquidation) and Cunard Line Appendices 1973

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/479  List of Sub-Contractors 1967

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/480  Copy Agreement between John Brown & Co (Clydebank) Ltd and Finance Corporation for Industry Ltd relating to the provision of a guarantee 1964

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/481  Adjustment of claim on policies on building risks: damage to Turbines 1975

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/482  Report by Serck Radiators on condition of turbo generator oil coolers 1969

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/483  Claim and Counter-claim litigation: Case for opinion of counsel; opinion, notes etc 1966-74

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/484  Notes on progress, trials, delivery dates and action concerning turbine failures 1966-69

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/485  Chairman’s correspondence and notes: delivery date, turbine problems, labour relations etc 1968-70

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/486  Re-engineering project: notes, reports, memoranda and ships particulars Compiled by Scott-Lithgow, Port Glasgow 1984-85

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/487  Re-engineering project: Correspondence and plans from MAN - B & W Diesel 1985; Re-engineering project: Draft Specification for replacing steam turbine machinery with diesel electric propulsion machinery 1985

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/488  Re-engineering project: Draft Specification for replacing steam turbine machinery with diesel electric propulsion machinery 1985

### Files (continued)

| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/490 | Re-engineering project: Report No 901 by British Shipbuilders "Analysis of Electrical Power Demand for QE2" | 1984 |
| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/491 | Re-engineering project: Report No 905 by British Shipbuilders "QE2 Fuel Consumption Analysis" | 1984 |
| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/492 | Re-engineering project: Report No 406 by British Shipbuilders "QE2 Speed/Power Trial" | 1984 |

### Historical Notes

| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/106/4 | Descriptions of ships built |

### Launch Arrangements

| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/113/32 | Launch arrangements and 2 plans |

### Particular Books

| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/ 93/50 | Speed Trials Record Book |

### Photographs

| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/116/204 | Photograph Album (124 prints) |

### Plans

| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/736 | Plan List |

### Specification Books

| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/91/142 | Hull |
| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/91/143 | Machinery and Boilers |
| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/91/144 | Interior Decorations and Furnishings |
| GUAS Ref: UCS 1/91/145 | Cabins, Public Rooms, Stairways and Entrances (Decorative Contracts) |